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is not technically a ban on Muslims, that may be the effect, is not only dangerous, it is un-American.” Rice also criticized Trump
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"ParentProp": { "ChildProp": 1, "OtherProp": "bar" } } So basically I want to set the value of ChildProp to 4 in the first instance
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retrieve data from server continuously in
android i am making an android app that

retrives data from server continuously
without displaying any layout. For

example, a button on the main layout
should toggle between on and off (like

google search which does the same).. how
to do it? A: Yes it is possible. You can use

background service. Q: How to install
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emacs extension when compiling from
source I have been attempting to compile
emacs from source. In the process I have
encountered an error. The problem seems

to be that Emacs doesn't have any C header
files, and so when I try to compile Emacs

using GCC, gcc complains that the
standard C library header files are missing.
I have found that Emacs ships with two C
libraries, libnss3.so and libnsl3.so. When I
try to link to these libraries I get an error
because these libraries are (or were at one
point) from a more recent version of the

GNU C library than the one that is shipped
with the standard distribution of GCC.

How can I make sure that Emacs links to
the correct C library when I compile from
source? UPDATE: Although I know this
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makes for a bad answer (because linker
paths are changeable at runtime), I tried
adding the path to the libnss3 and libnsl3

libraries to LD_LIBRARY_PATH, so that
GCC would use the correct version of the

GNU C library when linking.
Unfortunately, this doesn't work either

(probably because the version of the GNU
C library that I downloaded is most likely

not what is being used). The error seems to
be that LD_LIBRARY_PATH is getting

cleared out when Emacs starts up, so when
I run make I get errors because Emacs

can't find the libnss3 library. I am guessing
this is because the libraries are downloaded

to different directories on my computer,
and then the libraries end up being in
different locations when 3e33713323
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